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A new, state-of-the-art method for mapping historical shorelines from maps and aerial photographs, the
Digital Shoreline Mapping System (DSMS), has been developed. The DSMS is a freely available, public
domain software package that meets the cartographic and photogrammetric requirements of precise coastal
mapping, and provides a means to quantify and analyze different sources of error in the mapping process.
The DSMS is also capable of resolving imperfections in aerial photography that commonly are assumed
to be nonexistent. The DSMS utilizes commonly available computer hardware and software, and permits
the entire shoreline mapping process to be executed rapidly by a single person in a small lab. The DSMS
generates output shoreline position data that are compatible with a variety of Geographic Information
Systems (GIS).

A second suite of programs, the Digital Shoreline Analysis System (DSAS) has been developed to
calculate shoreline rates-of-change from a series of shoreline data residing in a GIS. Four rate-of-change
statistics are calculated simultaneously (end-point rate, average of rates, linear regression and jackknife)
at a user-specified interval along the shoreline using a measurement baseline approach.

An example of DSMS and DSAS application using historical maps and air photos of Punta Uvero,
Puerto Rico provides a basis for assessing the errors associated with the source materials as well as the
accuracy of computed shoreline posit ions and erosion rates. The maps and photos used here represent a
common situation in shoreline mapping: marginal-quality source materials. The maps and photos are
near the usable upper limit of scale and accuracy, yet the shoreline positions are still accurate ::+9.25 m
when all sources of error are considered. This level of accuracy yields a resolution of +0.51 m/yr for
shoreline rates-of-change in this example, and is sufficient to identify the short-term trend (:~6 years) of
shoreline change in the st udv area.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Aerial photography, cartography, coastal erosion, geographic infor
mation systems, photogramml'fry, shoreline change.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is the second of two in which we
discuss principles of historical shoreline mapping
and their application. The first paper (THIELER
and DANFORTH, 1994, this volume) presents car
tographic and photogrammetric techniques that
can be used to obtain geographic shoreline data
from maps and aerial photographs. This paper
presents the application of a new approach to
historical shoreline mapping we have developed
based on these techniques: the Digital Shoreline
Mapping System (DSMS) (DANFOHTH and THIE
LER, 1992b) and the Digital Shoreline Analysis
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System (DSAS) (DANFOHTH and THIELER, 1992a).
This paper summarizes the capabilities of the
DSMS and DSAS and presents an example of
their application to a typical historical shoreline
mapping problem using data from Punta Uvero,
Puerto Rico.

THE DIGITAL SHORELINE MAPPING AND
ANALYSIS SYSTEMS

To integrate the elements of the shoreline map
ping process (THIELER and DANFORTH, 1994, this
volume) into a complete software package, the
Digital Shoreline Mapping System was devel
oped. The DSMS Version 1.0 (DANFORTH and
THIELEH, 1992b) is a public-domain suite of pro
grams that produces digital shoreline position data
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from historical maps. charts and aerial photo

graphs. The basic goals in the ongoing dove-lop

ment of the DSMS are to make shoreline lnapping
accurate and easy to execute, using a variet v of
methods that permit its applicat ion not onlv to
shoreline mapping. but also to a wide range of

cartographic and phot oarammet ric mapping pro
jects. A second suite of programs, t.he I)igi tal
Shoreline Analysis System, was developed to cal
culate shoreline rates-of-change from a t ime se-rie-s
of shoreline data residing in a (~eographic Infor
mation System ((~IS). The import ant charac-t er
istics of the DSMS and the I)SAS are listed in
1'able 1.

Tho DSMS and the DSAS run on UNIX-hased
computers and utilize ASCII text tilt's for input
and output. The I)SlV1S prograrns produce shore

line position data tiles format ted for lise in most
popular (}IS (e.J.!., Arc/Info. Atlas (~IS, Maplnfo,
ct c.). The DSMS also includes a point and 1rack
(stream) mode digitizing progr-am (di,~in) that
produces I)SrvlS-ready ASCII data files from maps
and photos. 'The l)SMS programs are written in
both the C and F()R'rH.AN progrumming lan
guages. The I)SAS programs aH~ wr it t e n in the ('

programmiug language. The interfaces for t lu'
DSMS v1.0 and l)SAS v1.0 utilize UNIX C-shell

(csh l scripts executed in a rommand-linc r nvi
ronment.

The DSMS was developed on a Digit al Equip
ment Corporation llECslatiol1 ;~ 100 running \'pr
sian 4.2 of the Ultrix operating svstern (the I)E('
implementation of UNIX). Summuurnphics Mi
crogrid (backlit, 122 x I;');) em) and Cal('olnp ~);-)()()

Series (112 x ] f):1 cm l digitizing tahles wi t h a
resolution of O.02G mrn were used in development

and testing.
Because DSMS programs use ASCJ [ text filt's

for both input and output, and complv wit h ac
cepted standards for lTNIX I/(), almost any' op
erating system te.u., MS-I)OS, Macintosh, II NIX),
GIS (e,g., Arc/Info) or drafting (e.g., AutoCAI))
software can be used to generate input data or
view and analyze the output. 'rhus. t he I)Sl\1S is
highly flexible, and can accept data Irom and pro
duce data for almost any GIS, CAl), or carto

graphic software. If necessary, the initial data
needed for a mapping project can lH'enten.ld Inan

ually using text tiles created in a \vord processor
or text editor. This is also an ilnportant advan{,a~~e

for testing a project design, vie\ving interrnediate
results, or adding different types of input data.

For maps and charts. I)SMS progralns use

'I'abh- I. t.'harnrt cn.sl u:.., III t h c lh;.fltflL Sh oreliru: Mapping

and An al vs: .., Svst i-m .....

I )istort ion corred ion and use-r l'(Hlt ro] of various parameters

for phot ogra m nu-t ric Inapping-:

I) corn'd ion for tilm (kforlllat ion and atmospheric refraction;

~) simulumeuu» t r iang ulnt ion of larg-e groups of photographs,

including p hot.os of difl't'fPllt veurs, camera focal length,

I'Ir using iI singlp st't of ground control points;

:0 ('ont rill t'x(pllsion (aerot riangulat ion) for areas with few tern
pora llv Of sput iallv st ahle rr-terence features;

·1) dIlkf{'Jlt lat w('ight assi~nnH'nt~ can 1)(' made for all input

data to rplled It~ precision:

;)) provicle« ut ilit ie-. to chr-ck for had data at various stages in

t he mappi ng process;

Ii) adjllstahk t () rpt!pd t he elr-vat ion of th« feature being mapped.

llsl'~ commonly available computer hardware and software,

including a (~IS-independent point and track mode digitiz

ing program.

Input and out put art' corn pat illtt' wit h most Ceographic Infor

m at ion N~,~tt'lIls ((' J.!.., Ar('/I nfo l.

Extt'l\sivp or ror propagat ion analysis and accuracy assessment.

of map ,UHf photo t rnnsf or mat ions.

('an lise a var iet v Ill' grOlllld ('ont rol data (e.f.[., digitized map
dat.a; Transit or (;PS survcvcd posit.ions: geodetic control

tablt· dat a) for phot ograuuuet ric mapping.

Can btl tlsl'd for mapping any feat lift' t hat has a known, rela

t ivr-Iv uniform r-lr-vat ion. s\lch as wetland boundaries or

lakt'/resprvoir short-line«.

Ove-r 70 map projert ions and ~t rpfpf{'nc(' dat urns are avail

abh- tor hot h mnp and pho tograph clat a.

I)SAS

Automat ic cahuln t ion of shorr-line- rnt.esof-chnnge at a user

sppcifJ(ld i nt erva l along t hl' short·line using four different

Illcl hod~.

Measunme nt. ... call Ill' made on highly.' crenular ed coasts with

out cn'atillg data g:lp~ when' the short-Iine orientation

changps.

Output ratr- of changp flips are compat ihle with spreadsheet,

pn'scll(at ion graphics, slat ist ical analysis or other software

k t: . Ex('(~L Lot us I-~-:t. NPS~).

II N IX cart ograp hie tiIt (Irs developed by .E\ ,-::\ 1>1'::'<

( IDDO, I ~)~H ) t () t ra ns form X -Y d igi 1izer OU tpu t to

geographic coord innt es. Over 70 cartographic pro
ject ions (e.,!.!"., l>oly'('onic, Mercator. State Plane),

~·1 d i llc-rr-nt ell ipsoidal constants and several da
t ums cHP available. Thest- programs can be used
tt) obtain both ground control point data for use
ill phot ograrnrllPt ric applications, or to generate
shorplilH\ posit.ion data frOln a rnap. 'rhe programs
also output residual (\rrors froln the transforma

t ion process to q U<l n t i f\' 1he Heeuracy of source
tnalerials and the digitizpr operat.or.

For aerial photographs. I )SMS feat.ures include
preprocessing to l'('line digitized irnage coordi
nat ('~ . s i l11 lilt a IH I () liS a (' r()t ria ng ul a t ion for large

,)ourn,tl of Coastal ({.p~(lar('h. Vol. 10, N()" :\, I~}~l·l
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groups of spat ially and t emporallv overlapping
photos, single-ray intersection of digitized pho
tograph (shoreline) coordinates, and extensive fa

cilities for error analysis. The ])SMS programs
are modular and designed to bf' run in sequence,
'The I)SMS preprocessing program, image», for

example. is used to remove Ii lm defonnat ion, re
duce measured data frorn a given sr-t or photos to
a common reference coordinate syst ern, quantify
residual errors in the digitizing process, and for
mat the data for use in later programs.

Both a single-f'rume spare resection and a group

aerotriangulat ion program are available in the
I)SMS. The single-frarne space resect ion pro
gram, [rames, can be used early in 1he data re
duction process to check for bad data, or to create

input data for the (;eneral Integrated Analyt ical
Tr iangulat.ion ((; I ANT) aerot riangulation pro
gram (ELA~SAL and MALH()'j'IL\, ] ~)H,L rfhe ct
AN'I' program is commonly used b.y t he National

Ocean Service (N()S) and the lr.s. Geologica] Sur

vey (lJSGS) to generate the camera paramet ers

used in stereoplot.t ing equipment for contouring,
profiling, compiling maps (c.J.{.. T'Pvsheut s. topo

graphic quadrangles) and making orthophoto
maps Irom air photos. The I)SM~ also provides
a means to use (/'/ANrrdireclly, without requiring

an initial si ng le-frurne space res{'ct ion. This ap
proach sigriificant lv reduces t.he ground control

requirements for each photograph (see discussion
in TIlIJ<:I.EH and l}-\J\;FOHTII, 19~):L this volume).

'1'he c I ANT aerotriangulatiol1 prograrn (EI ,.\~

~i\I. and MALl-\()TH:\, 19H7) originally was devel

oped for the IBM 6250 cornputcr and later re
written for Digital Equipment Corporation 'VAX
computers. For integrat ion into the I)SMS, how
ever, version 1.1 of the prograrn is being modified
to run under l [NIX. (;/AlV7'so!\'(',:, for the ground

coord inates of irnage poin ts measured on two or

more photographs and the camera posit ion and
attitude for each photograph. The prograrn uses
an iterative least squares technique, and assumes
uncorrelat.ed observations. }\IJ observat ions, in
cluding image coordinate measuremenf s. ground
control point locations and camera pararneters,

can be weighted dif lerent ial lv to reflect knowledge
of their precision. A ground con tro] point, for ex

ample. can have different weiaht assignrnents for
each component of latitude. longitude and elf'
vat.ion. Alternat ivclv, con t ro! having one or more

unknown ('0I11pOrH)nts ("l~.' elevat ion only) can he
used. This permits a variety of horizontal, vertical

and Iullv known «ont rul of varying avcu rncy to be

used. Tho program also furnishes a means to de
scribe t he potential errors made during digitizing
by' allowing t IH' user to specify t he standard de
viation of digi t ized photo measurements, T'he ca
pabi lit ies of the (//AN'j' program also include: (1)

s iInuIta neous t riangula t ion of large grou ps of pho
tographs, including photos of differing date, scale,
camera focal length, ct cet cru usitu; a common set
of ground control points; (~) using either space
rectangular (LJ'I'M, State Plane) or geographic co

ordinate svst.erns: en correction for atmospheric
refract ion based on vameru position and at.t.itude:
and (4) r-xt ensive error propagation analysis.

Camera parameters determined by (; I AIv'1' are

used to cornpute the geographic coordinates of
the shoreline points digitized in each photograph

hv a single-ray intersection technique ('I'HIELEH

and !)ANFOI{'I'H, 1~)94, this volurne l implemented
in t 1)(' !)SMS prog ram, sh arclinc. The geographic

shoreline coordinates are output as a tab-delim

ited A~C!I file that can be irnported into a variety
or (;eographic Inforrnation Systems.

The !)SAS (l)ANFOHTH and 'rHIELEH, 1992a)

was developed to determine historical shoreline

rates-of-change using a t.ime series of shoreline
data residing in a (; IS. The I)SAS v 1.0 employs

a measurement baseline approach to calculate
shore line rates-or-change at a user-specified in
terval along the shoreline. The !)SAS v1.0 si

mult anecuslv calculates the four rate-of-change
stat ist.ics reviewed by l)oLAN e! at. (199]) (end
point rate, average of rates, linear regression and
jackknifing) at a user-specified interval along the

shoreline. Like the I)SMS, the programs run on

llNIX-based computers and ASCII text files are

used for both input and output. I)SAS output

includes tab-delimited ASCII tiles that can be used
in spreadsheet and statistical software for anal
ysis and presentation.

Input data used in the development and testing
of the I)SMS and I)SAS consisted of: (1) NOS rr_
and TPvsheet shoreline maps printed on stable
base mylar ; (2) llS(~S 7';·)-minute topographic

quadrangles printed from the original production
plates onto stable-base mylar: and (:n color, black
and white, and color infrared air photos (trans
parencies and paper prints). Shoreline position

dat.a for the I)SMS/IJSAS development study were
compiled and edited in MapGralix, an Apple
Macintosh-based (~IS. Shoreline change maps

used for field checking were plot ted on a Hewlett
Packard Draft Master MX pen plot ter. Publica

t ion-quality maps were created using the MA(}-
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Figure 1. Location map showing Puerto Rico and the Punta Uvero study area on the northeast coast.

PEN (EVENDEN and BOTBOL, 1985) map produc
tion package, and plotted on a CalComp 5845
electrostatic plotter.

STUDY AREA

Punta Uvero is part of a low-lying, microtidal
(0.3 m) coastal floodplain located about 30 km
east of San Juan, Puerto Rico (Figure 1). The
shoreline is characterized by an unconsolidated,
sandy beach-dune complex (Figure 2). Nearshore
reefs located on subaqueous outcrops of Pleisto
cene eolianite are common (KAYE, 1959).

Changes in the morphology of the coast over
time indicate that the once stable sandy shoreline
has become highly erosional. Presumably, this has
occurred due to the deterioration of the nearshore
reefs caused by increased runoff and pollution
following the intense development of the area dur
ing the 1960's (VELAzco-DoMINGUEZ et al., 1985).
The reefs had acted as a natural offshore break
water, protecting this part of the shoreline from
intense wave action. With the natural protection

removed, the rate of erosion at Punta Uvero in
creased dramatically, which led to the construc
tion of seawalls in front of some homes during the
mid-1980's (Figure 3).

There are a number of problems associated with
historical shoreline mapping in Puerto Rico, be
cause of the limits imposed by the complexity and
diversity of the shoreline, as well as the nature of
the available data. For example, the 600 km of
Puerto Rican coastline contains sandy beaches,
rocky headlands, cliffs, alluvial bluffs and man
grove swamps. Other problems include: (1) lack
of consistent high-quality air photo coverage, (2)
few accurate shoreline maps, (3) limited ground
control for use in photogrammetric mapping, (4)
available materials are near the usable upper scale
limit (1:20,000) for detecting the fairly low rates
of shoreline change predominant in Puerto Rico,
(5) the highly variable geomorphology of the coast.
These conditions are ideal, however, for devel
oping a new mapping technique because they
present a wide range of technical situations that

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 10, No.3, 1994
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Figure 2. Low altitude oblique photo of Punta Uvero, Puerto Rico taken in 1988. Punta Uvero is located on a low-lying coastal
plain about 30 km east of San Juan. The shoreline has been eroding rapidly since the mid -1960's.

Figure 3. The rapid erosion at Punta Uvero prompted the construction of small seawalls in front of some homes. This 1988 photo
shows the downdrift erosion caused by the seawall. Historically, this beach was an important recreational resource for bathing and
local horse races .

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 10, No.3, 1994
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Figure 4. Enlarged section of NOS T ·~IH'pt short-line map 'I' I~ I;\t), which wa- su rvevr-r] in I q:-)~J. Th« original map used in thi»
study was printed on st ahlc-bnse mylar at a :-\('<Ik of I: 1().!)()().

require a common solution. An additional objec
tive was to develop an efficient met.hod to cal
culate shoreline rates-or-change for t.he long
stretches of highly crenulated coast C01l111101l in
Puerto Rico.

MATERIALS

Sources of historical data for Puerto Rico in
clude: (1) NOS '1'_ and TP-sheet shoreline maps

published between 1901 and 1980 at scales from
1:10,000 to 1:20,000; (2) lTS(~S 7.fJ-minute topo
graphic quadrangles, published at a scale of
1:20,000; and (:3) color and hlack and white ver
tical aerial photographs. Several sets of aerial
photographs are availahle for Puerto Hico. Th«
best coverage of the island is provided by aerial
surveys performed in 19:~6, 19G], 19():~ and 19H7.

Materials used in the example presented here
include 1959 and 1964 NOS T -sheets (Figu re 4),
a USGS 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle (Fig
ure 5), and three sets of air photos taken in 1B:~6,
1951, and 19H7 (Figure GA. HH and 6C). Each pho
to set has approximat.ely 10-;{t) percent overlap
between frames.

The maps and photos available for Puerto Hico

represent a common situat ion in shoreline mapping:
marginal-qunlitv source mat.criuls. 'rhe Tvshects. for
example, do not cover the entire island, vary highly
in quality, and have few well-defined control points
that can he used for accuracv tests or as control

points in photogrannnetric rnapping. The best source
of ground cont rol data for phot ogrammet.ric rnap
ping is supploment al control digitized from lIS(;S
topographic 7.;)-lninutf' maps, which are generally

only accurate to t 10 In. In addition, nearly all
the aerial phot ography of' Puerto Rico has a scale
or 1::20,()()O. 'I'he lirnitut ions imposed by the source

mut.er ials are stringent because of their low ac
curacy relative to the rates of shoreline change
that need to be mr-asurcd. Thus, precise carto
graphic and phol ograrn met.ric techniques are re
quired in order to mux imize the potential accu
racy of t he calculated shoreline positions and
shoreline rutcs-of-chanuc. as well as to quantify
inherent errors in the source materials.

I\;lETH()I)S

Th« I)SMS and f)SAS programs are designed
to he run in sequence. Figure 7 shows the basic
steps in I)SMS data reduction for maps and pho

.lournal of ('oastal H,esearch, Vo!' 10. No. ;L 1994
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Figure 5. Enlarged section of the USG S 7.5' quadrangle for Rio Grande, P .R. This 1:20,000 map was printed on mylar and used
to obtain ground control point locations for pho togrammetri c mapping. The map was originally surveyed in 1962 and revised in
1982.

tos used in this study. A complete description of
DSMS and DSAS execution is provided by
DANFORTH and THIELER (1992a,b). Technical
terms not defined here are defined in THIELER
and DANFORTH (1994, this volume).

The NOS T-sheet of Punta Uvero has a scale
of 1:10,000, and a Polyconic projection based on
the Clarke 1866 ellipsoid. The Mean High Water
shoreline shown on the T -sheet was digitized us 
ing a 5 pts/sec track mode. Eight calibration points
(map tick locations) and a first order polynomial
transformation were specified in the mapshore
program to convert the digitizer coordinates to
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) values
based on the Clarke 1866 ellipsoid. The output
shoreline coordinate data were then imported into

an overlay in a MapGrafix GIS file covering Punta
Uvero.

A control network for the air photos was de
veloped using the USGS map, which has a Poly
conic projection based on the Clarke 1866 ellip
soid. Ground control points such as buildings, road
intersections, and irrigation canals identified on
the photos were located on the map, digitized and
converted to latitude-longitude and UTM coor
dinates. The DSMS programs ground and
get.ground.points were used to input the eleva
tion values for each point and format data for use
in the space resection and aerotriangulation pro
grams.

The air photos were digitized using a 6 x light
ed magnifying loupe to aid in identification of the

Journal of Coastal Research , Vol. 10, No. 3, 1994
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fiducial reference marks around the photo border,
ground control, pass points and the shoreline. For

the 1951 and 1987 photos, fiducials in the center
of each side were digitized to locate the principal
point. The 19:16 photographs, however, have only
one fiducial mark (reseau) in the center of each
image to identify the principal point. The marks
around the perimeter were cropped off during
production of the prints. An attempt was Blade
to locate the original negatives so that new photos
could be printed, but many of the negatives had
been inadvertently destroyed in storage. (Thi» sit
uation highlights some of the problems encoun
tered when using older phot.ography.l

After digitizing the fiducials, the ground control
and pass points on each photo were digitized in
point mode. The shoreline was digitized using a
5 pts/sec track mode. The wet/dry line on the

beach was used to delineate the shoreline in each
photo.

The DSMS program images was used to convert
the photo coordinates (in digitizer units) to image
space coordinates centered on the principal point.
lmages also formats the image data into separate
files for use in the space resection and aerotrian
gulation programs. Other DSMS programs were
used to input additional data for each photo
graph, ~uch as the lens focal length of each camera
used.

Images employs a preprocessing algorithrn to
remove film deformation frorn digitized data. if
camera system calibration data are available. For
the 1987 photographs, calibration data that fur

nish the location of the fiducial marks inside the
camera system were used to remove film defor
mation effects using four fiducial rnark locations
and a first degree polynomial transforrnat ion.

Calibration data were unavailable for the] 9:)G
and 1951 photos, so the fiducial coordinates were
estimated using their respective camera formats
(229 x 185 mrn: 229 x 229 mrn l as well as general
information provided by the organizations that
performed the aerial surveys. While not quant i
tatively removing Ii lm deformation, this approach
does have the advantage of reducing all photos
taken with the same camera system to a common
image space system. When used in this manner,
a first degree polynomial transformation removes

much of the gross error that occurs during the
independent digitizing of the fiducial coordinate
system on multiple photos by mapping the digi
tized coordinates for each photo in a given set to
a common image space system. The residual er-

rors from the transfonnation also provide a means
to assess the accuracy and consistency of the per
son digitizing the photos.

An initial space resection, using the I)SMS pro
grarn [rames, was performed for selected photo
graphs to provide a first approx irnat.ion of the

camera parameters and resid ual errors for various
ground control points. rl'he c I AIVT' aerotriangu
lat ion prograrn was used to solve simultaneouslv
for the camera parameters for a small group of
nine photos covering the Punta llvero area. Gl
AN7' was also used to remove atmospheric re
fraction elfect s from the aerot riangulation sol u
tion.

The carnera pararneters for each photo deter
rnined by (;1ANT' were used to compute a single
ray intersection solution for the digitized shore
line points using the I)SMS program shoreline.
A geographic coordinate system based on the
Clarke 18G() ellipsoid was used in shoreline posi
tion calculations. These coordinates were con
verted to lJ'l'M values for irnport into the Punta
I lvero f~ IS file. The elevation of the wet/dry line
defined in sh orelinc was o.;~ In. This elevation was
determined based on general tide information.
field visits, and exarnination of each set of pho
tographs to evaluate wave height and swash runup
characteristics, which could have affected t he hor
izontal position (elevation on the beach) of the
wet/dry line on the da1(\ of photography.

The output shoreline position data files for each
photo were irnported into separate overlays (one
for each year of photography) in the MapGrufi x

(}IS file, and joined to adjacent phot 0 ciata to forrn
a continuous shoreline. In the (~]S file, a rnea
surernent baseline was established landward of
the shorelines by drawing an open polvgon par
allel to the general shoreline trend. The shoreline
and baseline data wer« exported from the (; IS as
an ASCII text tile for use in the ])SAS. The ])SAS
prograrns transect and rates were used to calcu
late shoreline rates-or-change at 100 In intervals
along the baseline.

RESllLTS

A shoreline change rnap for Punta Uvero, in
cluding hoth the map and photograph data, is
shown in Figure K. The import.ant result of a

mapping exertise, however, is not necessarily a
map, but the accuracy of the shoreline data shown
on the map, since their positional accuracy defines
t.he map's accuracy, which affects any subsequent
analyses such as shoreline rate-of-change calcu-

.lour nal of Coastal H.pst.>arch, VoJ. 10. No. ;{, I!)94
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Figure 6. Three photos used in the Punta Uvero data set show the different types of imagery used in this study. The shoreline
indicator used in this study is the wet/dry line, which is identifiable in each photo by the tonal difference between wet and dry
beach sand. Note the dramatic change in the morphology of the point since 1936. (Top, A) This 1936 black-and-white air photo of
Punta Uvero has a scale of about 1:18,000. The photo failed to achieve a stable space resection solution and was excluded from the
analysis. (Bottom, B) A 1951 black-and-white photograph of Punta Uvero. The scale is approximately 1:15,000. (Above, C) A 1987
natural color photograph of Punta Uvero. The scale is approximately 1:20,000.

lations. Thus, it is crucial that the accuracy of the
shoreline position data be quantified so that the
quality of subsequent data analyses can be as 
sessed. There are several methods available that
permit map and photo errors to be quantified,
such as examining the errors in the data reduction
process.

Map Transformations

Errors in the map data are reflected in the re
sidual errors from the digitizer-to-geographic co
ordinate ,t r ansform at ion process. The NOS
T -sheets, for example, were converted from dig
itizer to geographic coordinates using eight cali
bration points and a first degree polynomial trans
formation. The points are displaced by an average
of 0.16 mm, which translates to an error of 1.6 m

at the 1:10,000 scale of the map (Table 2). These
measurements are within the limits imposed by
the resolution of the digitizing table (0.025 mm)
and the digitizer operator (0.2 mm). Similar errors
are described by CROWELL et al. (1991) for T -sheets
of the U.S. East Coast published after 1954.

For ground control points obtained from the
USGS map, a first degree transformation using
12 calibration points was employed. The average
error for the 12 points is 0.125 mm, which at the
1:20,000 scale of the map is an error of 2.5 m
(Table 3). Repeated digitizing of geodetic control
and other well-defined prints for which a field
surveyed position is available showed that both
of the maps used in this example are within the
prescribed National Map Accuracy Standards
(0.508 mm) for maps at a scale of 1:20,000 or larger
(THOMPSON, 1987).
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Maps

digin
digitize map reference

locations and shoreline

mapshore
---. converts digitizer coordinates to

geogr;:lptllc coordinates

Air Photos

--... Import mapshore
output tile mto GIS

IlIUI ----.

digin
digitize tiducra: reference

marks. control points and
shoreune on each photo

------.
camera, ground,
get.ground.points
Input data for camera systems

set up ground control data files

--.
images
reduces digitizer coordmates to

Image space coorci nates and
removes film deformation

frames
performs a sinqle-frameI space resection for one
photo

GIANT
pertorrns Simultaneous

aerotnanqulauon for
multiple photos

shoreline
calculates geographic

shoreline coordinates for
multiple photos

---.. Import shoreline output
files Into GIS

Figure 7. Flow diag-ram ort he basic ::->teps in l)Srvl~ oxvcut ion to obtain shun-line posit ion data from maps and aerial photographs,

Specific program names are shown ill it al io-.

Photo Transformations

A number of errors are introduced during the
data reduction process for aerial photographs.
These errors include those made in digitizing the
photos, as well as in aerotriangulation adjust
ments that incorporate other sources of error such
as inaccurate ground control locations. Thus, two
measures of error exist for air photos: (1) mea
surement or digitizer error, and (:2) aerotriangu
lation errors. The OJANT aerotr iangulat ion pro
gram, however, provides the capability to include
both sources of error when formulating an error
assessment for a given group of photographs.

Measurements made on the photos have a stan
dard deviation of 0.0:38 mm. This value was de
termined by repeated digitizing of points in sev
eral different sets of photos and examining the
residual pointing error of the digitizer operator.
The images preprocessing program was also used
to examine the residual errors from the reduction
of photos from the same set to a common image
space system, and provided a further check on the
accuracy and consistency of the operator.

Table 4 shows the results of the initial space
resection solution for the photos from the Punta
Uvero data set shown in Figure 6A, 6H and GC.
The 19;)6 photo failed to achieve a stable solution

after 10 iterations of the initial space resection
progrum. Red igit.izing , checking of contn;l points,
and estimation of camera parameters in (;1AIVT
using synthetic data were unable to resolve this
problem, so the photo was discarded. In the aero
triangulation adjustment performed by (; IAIYT',
the 1~);H) photos consistently caused the solution
to become unstable. As a result, the photos were
discarded. The (;1ANT' program was then re-run
using only nine photos, four from 19~)1 and Iive
frOID 1987. This group achieved acceptable sol u
tions and residuals.

Four forms of GIANT output are useful for
assessing errors in digitizing, aerotriangulation,
and subsequent shoreline location calculations:
(1) the estimated variance of unit weight for the
entire group of photos, (2)residual errors for dig
itized image coordinates, (:~) adjustments applied
to ground control, and (4) triangulated camera
parameters. The volume of output from a (~I.A1VT

run is quite large for a even a small number of
photos; the relevant results are sumrnarized in
'I'ables [) and 6.

The a post eriori estimate of the variance of unit
weight for the nine-photo block is 1.86 (Table 5),
The variance of unit weight should approach 1.0,
and is calculat.ed based on the input weight as
signments for photo and ground control data.The
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Table 2. Residual errors for NOS shoreline map 7'-12136 (Punta Uoero) using 8 calibration points and a first degree polynomial
transformation.

Map Map Digitized Digitized Longitude Latitude Total
Longitude Latitude Longitude Latitude Residuals (rn) Residuals (rn) Offset (m)

65°52r:~o"w 18°27' 15"N 65°52'29.967/1W 18°27' 15.0fi8/1N -0.98 -- 1.79 2.0:~

65°52'30"W I 8°25'OO"N 65°52'aO.O:~6"W 18°24'.59.997"N 1.05 0.10 1.05
65°52' :30"W 18°22';H)"N 65°52':W.028"W I 8°22'29.929"N 0.82 2.18 2.a3
65°50'aO"W I 8°22':lO"N 65°50'29.95:-l"W 18°22/:-l0.020"N - 1.:18 -0.6:1 1.51
65°48'45"W 18°22';W"N 65°48' 44.989"W 18°22':10.041"N -O.:t1 -1.25 i.s:
65°48/45"W 18°25'OO"N 65°48' 45.027"W U~025'O().024/1N 0.81 0.7a 1.08
65°48'45"W 18°27' }[)"N 65°48' 45.0 19"W 18°27' 14.9] 7"N 0.55 2.55 2.61
65°5()';W"W 18°27' 1f)"N 65°50/29.982"W 18°27' 15.0 14/1N -0.55 O.4:~ 0.68

Avg. 1.58

Note: Map scale -r-' 1:10,000.

observed value indicates that the weight assign
ments for each component are reasonable, given
the quality of the ground control and photo mea
surements.

When multiplied by the assumed input stan
dard deviation (0.0:38 mm) for photo measure
ments, the standard deviation of unit weight (1.~36;

Table 5) provides a basis for assessing the com
puted standard deviation of image points. Using
this technique, the root mean square (RMS) error
for points digitized on the photos computes to
0.052 ~m, which corresponds to about 1.0 m on
the ground at photo scale.

The RMS error for computed positions of
ground control points is 8.5 ill in longitude, 10 m
in latitude, and 0.3 m in elevation (Table 5). These
adjustments are made by GI AN7' to fit the image
points to the ground control, and are within the
specified National Map Accuracy Standards for
the lTSGS map used to obtain the ground control
data.

Table 6 shows the triangulated camera stations
for the photos in the Punta Uvero group. The
computed stations agree with known values for
flight height and flight line characteristics.

Shoreline Rates-of-Change

The measurement baseline and shore-perpen
dicular transect locations used to determine
shoreline rates-of-change for Punta Uvero are
shown in Figure 9. Table 7 shows the rates of
shoreline change calculated by the methods used
in the DSAS. The end-point rates are plotted in
Figure 10. Erosion is clearly the dominant shore
line trend. Only two transects, west of Punta
Uvero, show accretion over the :36 year period
1951-1987.

DISCUSSION

There are five types of errors inherent inshore
line mapping that affect the accuracy of shoreline
positions obtained from maps and photos: (1) in
accurate source data, (2) careless mistakes Of

blunders. (:3) constant errors (e.g., measuring in
strument), (4) systematic errors (e.g., lens distor
tion), and (5) random errors (('.g., operator). The
amount of error in maps and surveys used as a
source of ground control Of shoreline data de
pends upon both their accuracy (field surveys)
and scale (if digitized from a map). Careful screen
ing of the data, however, can keep these errors
within acceptable limits. Blunders are (hopefully)
corrected in the early stages of data processing.
Both constant and systematic errors can he re
moved or minimized in preprocessing. Random
errors, such as those made during digitizing, are
generally considered to be normally distributed
around zero; their magnitude can be quantified
by testing the repeatability of measurements on
maps and photos made by a given person.

We assume the shorelines shown in Figure 8
represent an average seasonal shoreline position.
Both sets of photography, for example, were flown
during the winter season; the field surveys for the
T -sheets were also performed in the winter. His
torical meteorological, wave and water level data
were checked for events that may have affected
the shoreline position on the photography and
field survey dates, but the data are inconclusive.
'This is largely because the north coast of Puerto
Rico receives much of its winter wave energy from
storms in the North Atlantic, and few data are
available on their local effects (e.g., FIELDS and
JOHDAN, 1972). A check was conducted for the
survey dates of each 'I'<sheet with the same result.

.lournal of Coastal Research, Vol. 10, No, :!. 1994
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Figure 8. The shoreline change map for Punta Uvero includes both map and air photo data. The roads shown here were obtained
from digital TIGER/Line data (U.S. BUREA U OF THECENSUS, 1991).

The photos were also examined to assess the wave
energy on the date of photography, which might
have artificially displaced the wet/dry line from
its "average" location. Wave energy in the study
area is low and about equal for both sets. Thus,
it is probably reasonable to assume that the shore
lines used in this example are representative of
at least a winter shoreline position.

In this discussion, we are primarily concerned
with two questions: (1) "How accurate are the
locations shown on the map?" and (2) "What is
the resolution of rate-of-change measurements
made on the map?" It is necessary to distinguish
between accuracy and resolution because they have
a different value and meaning. Accuracy refers to
the degree of perfection attained in placing points
on the map relative to their true locations. Res
olution refers to the level of uncertainty or "noise"

inherent in measurements made on the map. In
determining an erosion rate, for example, one is
not necessarily concerned with the absolute po
sitions of the shorelines in space, but the accuracy
of their positions relative to each other. Both ac
curacy and resolution can be determined by ex
amining the errors in the source materials and
data reduction procedures, and provide insight
into the errors contributed by the various source
materials and methods used.

Map Transformations

As discussed above, the T-sheet and 7.5-minute
topographic maps of Punta Uvero are within Na
tional Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS). How
ever, a second degree polynomial transformation
could have been used to further reduce the RMS
error in the T -sheet data since eight calibration
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Table 3. Residual errors for (lSGS topographic map Rio Grande, I).H. using J2 calibration points and a first degree polynomial
transformation.

Map Map Digitized Digitized I ..ongitudc Latitude Total
Longitude Latitude Longitude Latitude Residuals (m) Residuals (rn) Offset (rn)

65°52';{0"W lW:W'OO"N 65°52':{O.017"W 18°29'f)9.901 "N 0.51 :~.Of) a.09
65°52'30"W 18°27':W"N 65°52':H).O:~!)"W 18°2T:~O.060"N 1.01 - 1.84 2.10

65°52':30"W 18°25'OO"N 6[j°52':W.O:t~"W 18°24'59.H04"N 0.98 2.95 :L11
65°52'30"W 18°22':H)"N 65°52'29.89;)"W 18°22'29.96:3" N :L09 1.15 :t29
65°50'OO"W 18°22';W"N ()5°50'OO.046"W 18°22';H).05:~"N 1.:H - 1.64 2.12
65°47' :30"W 18°22':10"N 65°47'29.9S4"W 18°22':30.06:3"N -1.;14 -1.9:1 2.:~5

65°45'OO"W 18°22':W"N 65°45'OO.087"W 18°22';W.OO;)"N 2.57 ---0.16 2.57
6,f)045'OO"W 18°25'OO"N 65°44'59.997"W lS024'59.947"N - 0.09 1.6:3 1.64
65°45'OO"W 18°2T:1()"N 65°44'59.958"W 18°27'29.987"N 1.22 0.40 1.30
65°45'OO"W 18°30'OO"N 65°44'59.971 "W 18°2!),59.927"N - 0.85 2.26 2.41
65°47'30"W 18°:~O'OO"N 65°47'29.998"W 18°:30'OO.O:34"N -0'()6 --1.04 1.04

65°50'OO"W lSO;30'OO"N f)[j°!)O'OO.()08"W 18°:30'00.157" N 0.25 -4.84 4.85
Avg. 2.49

Note: Map scale .s: 1:20,0()().

points were digitized and only six are needed to
solve second order equations. The improvement
in fit (the average offset is reduced from 1.58 m
to 0.39 m), however, is less than the thickness of
the line representing the shoreline on the map
and is well beyond the level of accuracy achieved
by the human operator.

It is commonly assumed that map transfer
mation residuals (RMS errors) are representative
of the accuracy of a map (e.j{., CHO\VELI. et al.,
1991). The RMS errors, however, are generally
useful only for identifying errors in manually dig
itizing the map and are not necessarily indicative
of its accuracy, For example, the RMS errors shown
in Tables 2 and 3 primarily refiect the accuracy
of the person who digitized the map, not the map's
accuracy. A better measure of map accuracy is
obtained by comparing the geographic coordi
nates of geodetic control points digitized on a map
to their field -surveyed locations.

Given the limits imposed by the cartographic
representation of points on the lJS(;S map used
to determine photograph control point coordi
nates. as well as the table and operator imposed
limits, the residual errors provide an unrealisti
cally low error estimate (2.5 In) to use in the aero
triangulation adjustment. Therefore, the ground
control weights (standard deviations of measure
ment) used in (; IAN7~ were designed to reflect

the potential errors discussed below.
The horizontal basemap error for the lJSGS

map was assumed to be equivalent to NMAS (10.16
m on the ground). The map used in this example,
however, appears to exceed these standards. A
lower estimate could be justified if field -survcyed

positrons were available to test specific control
points used in the aerotriangulation adjustment.

The combined resolution of the digitizing table
and the digitizer operator (0.225 mm) was con
verted to its ground distance equivalent (4.5 m)
at the scale of the lJS(;S topographic map (1:
20,000) used to determine the ground control point
coordinates and added to the horizontal basemap
error of 10.16 m. Thus, the total horizontal error
for a control point may be as large as 14.66 m.

The vertical basemap error in ground control
point elevation (determined from the lJSGS map)
was assumed to meet NMAS for elevation (ele
vations must be correct to within one-half of the
contour interval), plus a contour interval-depen
dent human interpreter error assumed to be one
half the contour interval. For aIm contour in
terval, for example. the interpreter was assumed
to be accurate ±O.5 m. This approach permits the
total vertical error for a control point to be as
large as one contour interval.

Photo Transformations

The DSMS relies primarily on the statistical
output from GIANT to identify the form and
magnitude of errors in air photo mapping. In ad
dition' GIANT also provides the capability to test
independently one or more sets of photographs
to assess the effects of lens distortion, film defor
mation, ground control and the accuracy of image
coordinate measurements on the quality of the
aerotriangulation adjustment.

Camera calibration data for the 1987 photos
permit film deformation and lens distortion char
acteristics to be quantified and removed. To de-
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Table 4. Out put camera parameters {rom the Initial [)SMS space resection program (or the photos shown in Figure 6A-C: photo
ident ijictit ion, itcrat ion resu Us and residuals.

(n):~6) Photo No. klfJ-1425

Camera X Y Z Roll Pitch Yaw

INIT 199,7HO.7;~ 2,O;~H,;)Htl.~H 229.77 000 000 4 16 4
ITEH 1 200,1 G[).;l8 2,();~9,a94.12 [).H:~;l.14 o 2;'5 12049 -424 1.5
ITEH :2 200,;W2.GI 2,O:m,474.;)9 ;',806.84 0475H 1 2826 -424 :39
ITER :~ 200,;~10.86 2,O:~9,49H.44 ;',799.77 - I 2 17 l:n 5 --42,) :1
ITEH4 200,:n:L75 2,O:m,507.90 [,,7~n.29 1 7,S,S 1 :~4 4:~ 425 11
ITER 5 200,:~ 14.8[) 2,0:19,;)11.40 ;),796.:~8 -1 959 I :~5 20 -425 14
ITEH 6 200,;~] ;).2;) 2,O:m,G12.71 5,796.0;) - I 1046 I :~f> :34 -4 25 16
ITEH 7 200,:l15.40 2,O;~~},G1:3.20 5,795.92 III :~ 1 :35 :~9 -4 25 16
ITER H ZOO,:ll;).46 2,O:m,;)1:L;~8 5,795.88 1 II 10 1 :3541 425 16
lT~~R ~} 200,:31f>.4H 2,0:m,51 ;~.44 ;),79,S.86 1 11 12 1 :3542 -4 2f> 16
ITER 10 200,;3 I[)A9 2,O:~9,51 :1.47 5,795.8f) 1 11 1:~ 1 :1f> 42 -4 25 16

********SOLUTION FAILS TO CONVERG~~********

(1951) Photo No.1 r12-92

Camera X Y Z Holl Pitch Yaw

INIT 199,079.70 2,0:38,6~(j.~8 94.5:3 000 000 24148
ITER 1 199.:n:LG4 2,0;~9,12:3.2H 2,400.48 2 2:~ 6 --0 :16 49 -24:359
ITER 2 199,294.79 2,0:39,207.86 2,:~84.84 - 2 7 :38 () 29 15 245 6
ITER :~ 199,294.09 2,O;~9,:209.:J:) 2,:~8fi.OI -2 9 :lH -O:W 14 -24S 8
ITER 4 l~m,294.18 2,0:39,209.15 2,:38;)'()4 -2 922 --0:30 6 -:2 45 8
ITEH 5 199,294.17 2,0:39,209.17 2,:~8f,.04 2 924 - 0;30 7 -245 8
ITER 6 1~9,2~}4 .17 2,0:m,~~W9.17 2,:385.04 2 924 () ao 7 245 8

Point X Y VX VY

2:3 197,5011.70 2,0:n ,~) 14.09 1.00 0.91 -0.97
24 198,206.15 2,O:lH,:~84.0() i.so -4.49 -1.27
2;, 1~}B,685.00 2,Oa8,884.42 2.00 - 11.45 1:1.81
26 198.8H:L;,7 :2,O:~H, I0:1.18 1.00 19.fi6 -1.16
27 200,152.98 2,0:39,517.49 2.00 -8.:11 7.a6
28 201,041.86 2,O:~9,:n7.97 2.00 4.6::1 -:5.06

(1987) Photo No. 14-260

Camera X Y Z Roll Pitch Yaw

INIT 199,942.12 2,O:m,157.7;) 121.0:3 000 000 1 55 fi7
ITER I 200.794.t>4 2,O;~9,521.52 :1,068.88 -1 552 o 11 0 -148 10
ITr~l{ 2 200,HO:L68 2,O:39,.')80.;~6 :l,0,S8.1f> 1 627 011 :H -1 47 58
ITEH:l 200,80:3.67 2,():~9,580.:37 :1,05H.14 - 1 627 o 11 :11 -1 47 58

Point X Y VX VY

01 198,771.97 2,040,270.99 :l.OO 6.1:1 2.72
0:3 198.~n 1.4:3 2,O:~8,27:t88 1.00 0.90 8.82
04 I98.H9:l.4 7 2,0:39,:1:30.61 1.00 -8.64 -1.46
Of) 199,70:).88 2,0:39,687.40 2.00 - 11.14 -10.04

06 200,f>4:L14 2,0:39,777.10 2.00 12.f>4 2.8:3
07 20 1.:Hj:L 26 2,0:19,162.4:3 1.00 -7.:"39 2.83
OH 201,:157.71 2,0:37,601.56 1.00 7.66 0.22

Noles: The X Y values and residuals are in lITM (meters). Elevations (Z) are in meters above sea level. Camera attitude (roll.
pitch, yaw) is in degrees, minutes, and seconds. All of the] 9:16 photos failed to achieve a solution after 10 iterations. The 1951 and
1987 photos, however. have acceptable parameters. l'TM values for the 1951 and 1987 photos were converted to geographic coordinates

and input to the (; fliNT aerot riangulation program as part of a small group of nine photos.
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Table 5. Summary of error aruilvsi« prorided b.',- (iIAN'I' for
various aero! riangulat ion paranu-tcrs.

Table 6. Triangulated camera stations determined by GI

ANT for the nine-photo Punt a l 'oero urou p.

termine the magnitude of film deforrnation and
also monitor the accuracy of the digitizer opera
tor, the DSMS images program calculated resid
ual errors for the calibrated fiducial mark loca
tions and the fiducial system digitized on each
photo. The error introduced by film deforrnation
for each photo is generally less than OJ)02 mm,
but the sense and magnitude of error is not con
sistent between photos.

The maximum lens distortion in the camera
system used for the 1987 photography is approx
imately 0.004 mm, according to a calibration re
port produced for the camera system just prior to
the dat.e of photography. This amount of lens dis
tortion introduces a negligible error on the ground
(a few centimeters) at the scale of t he photos.

As discussed above, the digitized 19:~6 and 1H51
photo data were not preprocessed to remove film
deformation or lens distort ion because calibrat ion
data were unavailable. Thus, potential errors in
elude operator error as well as errors introduced
by film deformation and lens distortion. Film de
formation, for example, affects all for the data
measured on a phot ograph by changing the spatial
relationship bet ween the fiducial marks used to
define the image space coordinate system and to
calculate the location of points in the photo. It is
likely, however, that using the estimated fiducial
coordinate locations removed any significant Ii lrn
deformation present in these photos.

Lens distortion adds to the potential error in
image coordinate locations by further displacing
the points from their true positions. For example,
the lens distortion present in the 19:i6 photos is

Notes: Each of the photos designated L4-nnn and L,5-nnn are
from a single strip (flight line) of photography. IA and L5 lines

of flight are west -east. LH12-86, LR12-90 and LRJ 2-92 are also
from a single strip (east west). Camera positions are in degrees,

minutes and seconds. Elevations are in meters above sea level.
Camera attitude is in degrees, minutes and seconds.

of sufficient magnitude to make space resection
solutions unstable using either a limited single
f'rame space resection solution that holds image
and ground point values constant or a more flex
ible solution in which the input parameters can
be varied. To identify the source of the instabil
ities in the aerotriangulation adjustment, several
tests were conducted in which different cornbi
nations of synthetic camera parameters and mea
surement weights were submitted to C} I AN7'. In
each case, the aerotriangulation solution became
unstable. In addition, none of the photos have a
significant amount of film deformation (the pho
tos average about 0.05 mm) that could cause the
same problem.

An important lesson derived from this situation

Category

Triangulated ground point
residuals (weighted sum
of squares)

A posteriori estimates for

unit weight

RMS errors for camera
stations (n r-: 9)

RMS errors for ground
points

Description

Ground
Photos

Total

d.L

Variance

Std. dev.

Longitude

Latitude
Elevation
u} (roll)

4) (pitch)

/I. (yaw)

Longitude

Latitude

Magnitude

fiO.H J-Lm

:m.7 J-Lm

100.4 ).lm

fJ4

1.Hti

1.:U;

0°0' 1.:)116"

0°0'2.1 H94"

27.49:~5 m
1°2:)' 1(-).717H"

004H'2H.4480"

0021' [v1.57H4"

OOO'().29:~~)" (H.H m)

OOO'O.:t22;)" (9.7 m)

Photo

I4-2f)()

14-2fi2

14-26;~

lr12-80

IrI2-Hf)

lr12-92

Position Attitude

Ing -- o[) 49 f)5.8Hfif} roll - 1 524.9100

lat 18 25 :t'l.0702 pitch - -0 H 5:3.2894
elv - :l,()[)o.1904 yaw - o .54 44.8:~8:~

Ing -- {i[) 47 f)o.;\166 roll - () :W 14.4802
lat 18 2[) :~ 1.9002 pitch - 02940.8056

elv :l,102.[)ll.1 yaw - 14420.:1066

Ing - 6f) 46 I12.287fi roll - 0 2 ~32.99l6

lat -- 18 2fJ :1:t0766 pitch - o ;)7 40.6584
elv -- :{,OH2.7] 82 yaw - °2H 9.9471

Ing -; - 6f>4H 12.0627 roll - o 16 1:1.9,~2:~

lat ~ IH 2:1:19.2916 pitch - 0 8 5.:3466
elv - :1,2<H}.7416 yaw - o 10 f).;)417

Ing -r- of) 47 7.7fi91 roll - I 26 15.8182
lat .~ 18 2:341. 160:~ pitch -r- o 26 54.9012

elv ;),19:L4774 yaw - -046 fJ7.4242

Ing - -f)f) 46 f).4:-lf)I roll =- 044 fJ7.6220
lat - 18 2:~ S8.461 1 pitch ----= 155 8.10l5

elv-- 2.:196.4069 yaw - -2 :3 ]9.7098

lng - --of) 4;) fJ[).85:3:3 roll - - 1 1:147.5738
lat -- IH2[) 17.6760 pitch - o 1742.0420
elv - 2,40f>.:l420 yaw =- 1 1944.8952

lng - ofJ 49 12AOl[) roll -=- 0:18 4.9774
lat -- 18 2fl 19.5989 pitch -r; 0 6 ;)2.5786
elv - 2,:-l69.849fJ yaw - ] 50 1:3.47f)2

Ing -- 05 so 47.0465 roll - 2 1021.22:19

lat - 18 25 22.:1400 pitch -= o :~5 27.:168:.1

elv 2,:182.06:t1 yaw = 1 fJO 19.8:-l59
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• 0

• 0
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000 1951 (Photo)
1959 (T- sheet )
1964 (T- sheet )
1987 (Photo)

65°50 'W65°50'15"W

SCALE 1: 5 000
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BBBBBI I
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L- ..L..- ..J.-. .....l...- ~. I 18 0 25'30 "N

65°49 '4 5"W
18°25'30"N

65°50 '45 "W 65°50'30"W
Universal Transverse Mercator Project ion
Zone 20

Figure 9. A measurement baseline was established parallel to the general shoreline trend to determine the rate of shoreline change
along transects drawn orthogonal to the baseline at 100 m intervals. An open polygon drawing tool was used in the GIS to manually
draw the baseline. Where the baseline changes orientation, the DSAS algorithm establishe s a transect at the baseline vertex so that
a data gap is not created (e.g., Transect 11). The location of shoreline positions along a transect is determined by the intersection
of the transect line with each shoreline. The seawall shown in Figures 2 and 3 is visible as the seaward bulge in the 1987 shoreline
(solid line) between transects 8 and 10.

is that the DSMS can resolve imperfections in
aerial photography that commonly are assumed
to be nonexistent. Other techniques for obtaining
shoreline positions from air photos typically are
not able to detect such errors. The potential errors
introduced by including bad data are often suf
ficiently large to alter completely the quantified
history of shoreline changes. This is particularly
true for the oldest data point, which forms the
basis for a number of shoreline rate-of-change
calculations (DOLAN et al., 1991).

How "Real" are the Shoreline Changes at Punta
Uvero?

The map in Figure 8 shows the shoreline po
sition at various moments in time, and provides
a basis for quantifying such parameters as a rate
of shoreline change, or changes in shoreline ori
entation over time. The accuracy of the map, how
ever, limits the quality of the measurements made
from it. A truly rigorous discussion of accuracy
requires statistical analysis beyond the scope of

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 10, No.3, 1994
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Table 7. Shoreline cluuuu: rates [or Punt a l lncrs», I'.N.. cal

culated by the nSAS.

Notes: Negative rate values indicate erosion. A graph of t he

end-point rate is shown in Figure 10. I Jolan ct al. (I H91 ) provide

a complete discussion of the utility of each rate calculation.

(epr = end-point rate: aor - averag-e of rates; (J aor standard

deviation of average of rates: s aor variance of average of

rates; lr = linear regression rate; jk jackknife rate: * data

fail to meet the minimum change required to l1SP this met hod.)

this paper. 'There are, however, several funda

mental parameters that can be used to q uant ifv
the various sources of error and obtain an est irnat e
of the accuracy of the map shown in Figure 8. In
addition. the maximum error can be used t.o derive
a signal to noise (SIN) ratio that specifies thr
minimum rate of shoreline change per year above
which rates can he considered detectable.

Transect
(\.! ~"f") ~ ,() (,() I'- en m ... N ~ V ill

.. ~- .. f ..--

~l

E

Si nee all t he pot en t ial sources of error in shore
line coordinate calculations are included in the
(I"l ANI' adjustment. an error estimate can be de
rived from the program's output and applied to
t he rate of change along the shoreline. The error
ost imat e calculated during the (]1 AN7' aerot.rian
gulation reltects the uncertainty associated with
all error Irorn all sources. For corn pu ting errors
in shoreline positions and rates-of-change, this is
a significant advantage over the "single frame at
a t ime " approach used in sot"ne rnapping svst.erns
((').: .• C'LO\V and LEATHEHMAN, IDH,l) because all

t.he data are sirnult.aneouslv reg iste red to a COll1

mon set of control; a best-fit solution is achieved
that identifies and distributes errors and has a

unique, quaut ifiahle value.
rrhe covariance mat rices det erm ined by (; 1

A'N'l' for each camera station can also be used to

propaaat e t he error in each camera station back
to t he ground in the single-ray intersection so-

Figul'l' 10. The (-IHI point slHlrplint' challgt-' r.uc-, for Punta

l'\,(,I'O ('1('<11"1\' <how till' ('I'm,ioll dominatec! shorrline t rr-nd. ;\JPg

(\t i\'p \ :litH'''' inrl irat e r-rosio u. TIll' tl.;) 1 m/yr ~/:\ lim its art' shown

h~ t hr d<1~fH'd li/H'''', Hatt''' that tall within the S/N limit-, are
ht,!o\\ t hp r('~()lut ion oj" t lu data and canuot ht' considr-rt-d de
t('('(;\hlt,. The t r;1I1:-;('{'1:-- meusurr-d (11 Punta l lvr-ro art: s hown ill

FigllJ"(' ~l.

Ir jk
(m/vr) (m/yr )

O.lil n.;);{

n.;)1 0,42

(LO? O.l

0.18 0.0:)

o.;~;) 0.21

OAK 0.17

0.9 OJ;;l

1.;)(; 1.'27
1.98 1.71

:U}7 :L04

:Ui'2 2.1;9
;un ;t:~2

2.;)2 1.8
;L14 2.21
;) 2.21

1.8 :L4;)

O,f)/ I. f) I
0.:);) '2JHi
(Uit) 1.79

OA;~ 1Ji~)

0.;);) 1.11)
0.;);\ 1.8'2
o.:n 1.;)G

O.:l4 I .;~; ~

0.18 O.K4

0.01

o
O.ll

o

O.:~H 0 0

n.9fi o. 1;~ 0.02

- 1.'27 o.r) O.2fl

- 1.71 0.48 O.2;~

:U)4 1.1'2 1.'2')
2.(m I.Hll 2.74

:Lt2 tUn 0.9·1

1.8 1.28 I.fi4

2.21 1.6[) 2.72

2.21 tAl 1.99

:t4[) 2.9:~ S.;)8

- O.:~:\ 0.49 (l.2".

0.04 n.s (Ui:)

0.4 O.fl4 0.2H

--0.14 o.r)~) O.;~;)

0.41 ().29 O.OS
0.24 o.sr o.:n

-0.1 O.Gf-) 0.; ~ 1

0.11 O.4fi (l.22

aor

(rn/yr l (J aor s aor
Tran- epr

sect (m/yr)

1 ().SH

2 O.:~4

;~ -0.02
4 0.14
5 - 0.:1]

6 -().:~R

-0.84
8 1.49

9 -1.92
10 -:t52
11 --:t4
12 a.74
13 -2.:14
14 --2.91
15 - 2.81

16 -2.2

17 0.82
18 - 0.76
19 -O.9:~

20 0.74
21 -O.?

22 -0.84
2;~ --0.66
24 -0.58
25 -0.07

Table 8. Accuracy oil he shorelines mapped [rom air photo....; and t lu: rosulu t uin of the crosuin rate» based on errors in the relative
locntions of the diNit iz et] sluireltnc«.

Category IIesrr ipt ion Magnitude

Observed accuracy of the map shown in Figur« H Horizontal HMS error for ground coordinates

Vprt ical I{MS e-rror for ground coordinates

9.25 m
O.:~ m

Resolution of end-point rates Error in oldest shore line position

Error in most recent shoreline position

Total

Ypars elapspd hpt ween photos

SIN ratio

9.25 m
9.25 m

18.50 m

:~6 yr

O.f11 m/yr

Note: The map is assumed to comply wit h Nat ional Map Accuracy,' St.mdards for a scalp of 1:20,()()() or larger (10.16 m OIl the

ground), but was not tested.
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lution rrHIELEH and DANFOHTH, 1994, this vol
urne). This method provides an important means
by which horizontal and vertical errors in shore
line positions can be identified on a point-by-point
or photo-by-photo basis. We are presently incor
porating this feature into the l)SMS.

The geographic adjustment data provided by
(; IAN7' shows t hat the horizontal geographic po
sition of the aerotriangulated ground points may
have an error of up to 9.2G 111 (Table ;». Since the
digitized image residuals are fairly low, this value
prirnarily reflects the precision of the least ac
curate data used: manually digitized ground con
trol points from the US( ~S map. The vertical error
(0.:) In) is negligible. It is well within the range of
both normal swash excursion differences on the
beach and human interpreter error. As discussed
below, however, other sources of vertical error are
important when digitizing shoreline features that
have a highly variable alongshore elevation.

1"'0 compute the SIN ratio (Table 8) for rate
of-change calculations, the horizontal error for a
second shoreline must be included. When the un
certainty in the position of the second shoreline
(9.25 m) is added, the total possible error in the
shoreline positions is 18.5 m. If independent ob
servations are assumed, the probability of an error
of this magnitude is only ahout eight percent, and
about half the shoreline positions will be in error
by only 9.25 m. For simplicity in rate evaluation,
however, the more conservat ive estimate (18.[) In)

is used here.
The total error for two shorelines, divided by

the number of years elapsed between the first and
most recent shoreline (~-)6 years) yields a SIN ratio
of 0.51 m/yr for all end-point rates detennined
using the 1951 and 1987 shorelines. When applied
to the rates in this example Crable 7), six end
point rates do not exceed the SIN ratio of O.G 1
m/yr and cannot be considered detectable. A sim
ilar method for determining the validity of rates
is furnished by OOLAI\' et at. (1980), The average
of-rates method (FOSTEl{ and SA\';\<;1<:,1989; Table
7, this paper) also provides a basis for determining
threshold values, and includes the lower error (1.58
m; Table 2) in rate calculations associated with
the T -sheet shoreline.

Practical Limitations and Operational Difficulties

From a technical standpoint, historical shore
line mapping is typically performed under rather
unfavorable conditions. Hence, there are a num
ber of practical limitations that detennine the
ultimate accuracy of shoreline data generated us-

ing the DSMS. The most common limitations in
clude: (1) poor quality and/or limited ground con
trol; (2) the aerial surveys were not performed for
the purpose of shoreline mapping; and (:)) insuf
ficient calibration data. These circumstances are
particularly true for older photography.

l~he shoreline position data presented in this
paper are affected by all of these limitations. For
example, the most important factor limiting the
accuracy of the computed shoreline positions is
the ground control data. As discussed above, the
error in digitizing the aerial photographs is 0.052
mrn, Of about one meter on the ground. The ground
control points ohtained from the lJSGS map,
however, are only accurate to ± 14.66 m. This at
tribute significantly degrades the quality of the
aerotriangulation solution because it requires that
fairly large corrections he made to tit the photos
to the control. As shown in Table S, the cornhi
nation of points used in this example have an
average horizontal error of about 9.25 In.

Horizont.al errors in the shoreline position are
also introduced when a shoreline indicator such
as a cli lf or bluff edge is digitized that has a highly
variable alongshore elevation (approximately ;3
;> 111 or more ). Since image points are offset hor
izontally from their true positions due "to relief
displacement in the photographic image, simple
tracing of a variable-elevation clitl' edge on a pho
tograph results in a set of image coordinates that
are not corrected for relief displacement. Thus,
the elevat ion used in the single-ray intersection
introduces a horizontal error that increases with
increasing distance bet ween the actual and as
surned elevation of the shoreline indicator. As dis
cussed above, however, this is not a significant
problem for the Punta Uvero data, since the wet/
dry line on the sandy lx-ach was used to delineate
t he shoreline.

The Hight patterns for all three sets of photo
graphs were not optimized for shoreline mapping.
The most important implication of this situation
is that many photographs which show the shore
line also contain a substantial portion of ocean
«('·ff., Figures 6A and 6C). This results in a land
ward bias in the control network that "pulls" the
camera station solutions away from their true val
ues (e.J.{., excessive roll may be introduced). This
problem can often be overcome by digitizing sev
eral points on the water surface so that the points
are sufficient in number and distribution to pro
vide balanced control for the photograph. l..Tsing
an estimated water level (e.f:., 0.1 In), such points
can be specified in the (; I AN'l' program as ro nt r01
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points having only a vertical component. This ap
proach often provides the additional control re
quired to use photos that show only a small land
area or have control or pass points concentrated
in one part of the scene.

The lack of lens distortion data for the 19:~6

and 1951 photographs also affects the shoreline
positions and rate-of-change calculations. In the
case of the 19:~6 photos, the distortion could not
be removed and is so severe that the photos could
not be used. Assuming the same horizontal error
for shoreline points shown in Table 8, the tem
poral span gained by including the 19:36 photos
(the record is extended from 36 to 51 years) in
creases the resolution of the calculated shoreline
rates-of-change by :30 percent, from 0.51 m/yr to
0.:36 m/yr.

CONCLUSIONS

rrhe Digital Shoreline Mapping System (DSMS)
represents a significant step toward the stan
dardization and rigorous application of photo
grammetric and cartographic techniques in coast
al mapping. The DSMS provides a means to
quantify and analyze sources of error, and can be
easily modified to meet the needs of almost any
project. The DSMS and the DSAS can be used
with a variety of source materials and imposes a
reasonably low hardware, software and compu
tational overhead. In addition, the entire shore
line mapping process can be rapidly and easily
executed by a single person in a small lab. These
attributes permit its application to a wide range
of coastal mapping problems in a variety of lab
oratory settings.

The example of DSMS application presented
here has several implications for shoreline map
ping (1) it is possible to identify accurately, and
in many cases significantly reduce, the form and
magnitude of errors in shoreline positions ob
tained from maps and air photos; (2) errors such
as film deformation and lens distortion that are
routinely (and often incorrectly) assumed to be
unimportant can be easily identified and quan
titatively removed; and (:n acceptable levels of
accuracy and resolution an be achieved with only
marginal-quality source materials if proper data
reduction strategies are employed.
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